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Abstract

This project involves the development of a new computer interface based on haptics.

Information will be transferred from computer to user mechanically (by touch) instead of

visually or aurally. The immediate aim is to provide access for blind sound engineers to the

graphics-based computer interfaces currently found in digital sound studios.

Access for blind persons to computer applications with graphical user interfaces is vir-

tually nonexistent at present. A mouse is of no use without the user's visual tracking of the

cursor on the screen. With a haptic interface, screen objects such as buttons, sliders and

pull-down menus will be presented mechanically to the user's haptic senses (kinesthetic and

tactile), where they can be felt, located, identi�ed, and, through the use of the same device

for input, activated. We have built a prototype two-axis device which operates much like

a mouse, except that it is also able to move under its own power. By producing forces on

the user's hand which are a function of both the user's motions and the buttons or win-

dows under the cursor, touchable representations of the screen objects are created. Using

this prototype device we have already proven the feasibility and usefulness of the haptic

interface approach for non-visual computer access. We expect that haptic interface devices

will become standard computer interface tools, supplementing the visual presentation with

haptic presentation for all users. Less attention to visual tracking would be needed. A more

complete and holistic presentation of information will be made by the computer. This ap-

proach is, we believe, particularly valuable in the design of application interfaces for digital

audio editing.

1 Outline

This paper is divided into the following �ve sec-

tions. First we introduce the project and its goals.

In Section 2, we document the design and devel-

opment of a Haptic User Interface (HUI) which

translates certain elements of the standard Graph-

ical User Interface (GUI) into a form where they

can be felt. We describe how these haptic icons are

`displayed' using a prototype powered mouse. Sec-

tion 3 details the very speci�c goals for which this

research was undertaken - namely to make digi-

tal sound editing applications (which are heavily

dependent on the GUI) accessible to blind sound

engineers. Section 4 discusses aspects of a work-

ing perceptual model for sound editing and its re-

lationship to the tactile and kinesthetic aspects

of manipulating existing sound media. Finally in

section 5, we explore ways in which haptic tech-

nology can both build upon this model and ex-

plore entirely new models for manipulating sound

through touch. Steps toward incorporating these

tools into the digital sound studio will also be dis-

cussed.

2 Introduction

`Haptics' refers to the human tactile (cutaneous)

and kinesthetic (muscle movement) senses. A hap-

tic interface is a computer-controlled motorized

device to be held in the hand by a user, which

displays information to that user's haptic senses.

It is an extremely powerful modality for interface

design because the same device can be used for

both displaying output from the computer and

accepting input from the user. Moreover, using

haptics signi�cantly reduces the burden on other

information channels such as vision and audition,

thereby freeing these channels for other tasks. In

certain instances it is, we believe, possible to com-

pletely substitute haptics for other sensory modal-



ities. In this way, graphical information displayed

on a computer's screen can be made accessible to

blind persons who at the moment are denied ac-

cess to most standard Graphical User Interfaces

(GUIs).

Haptic technology is particularly well suited to

solving the problem posed by this project - namely

to make digital sound editing applications acces-

sible to blind sound engineers. Unlike existing ac-

cess technologies for the blind, most of which rely

heavily on speech output systems, it makes no de-

mands on the auditory channel. The ears are left

free for the task of editing sound.

We are aware of several other research groups

working on powered-mouse type interfaces for

GUIs. At the Technical University Berlin, the

\GUIB" group is addressing access to Computer

Aided Design tools with a motorized trackball.

[TU-Berlin] In Wisconsin, the TRACE Group is

developing a computer access tool for the blind

based on haptics. [Wiker 1991] At the University

of Toronto, a pantograph device is being applied as

a substitute for the mouse. [Toronto] At the uni-

versity of Tokyo, a mouse with vibrotactile and

force feedback has been developed. [Akamatsu,

Sato 1994] At Stanford in the '70s the Optacon

was developed by John Linvill, and stands the one

of the �rst commercialized haptic display devices.

[Linvill 1973] Other access devices for the blind

and deaf-blind based on haptics have also been

developed [Loubal 1992] , [York 1989] [Frisken-

Gibson 1987] [Eberhardt 1993] [Kelly, Salcudean

1994]

See [Minsky 1995] for a comprehensive overview

of current technology in haptics.

3 Our Prototype Interface

We have designed and built a working prototype

which serves to prove the concept and has gen-

erated quite a bit of enthusiasm from those who

have seen (felt) it. It is basically a powered mouse,

giving the user the ability to feel the screen ob-

jects under the mouse cursor. This mouse is used

to navigate the screen like a regular mouse; but

by reecting forces produced by its motors back

to the user, it gives a haptic representation of the

symbols on the screen. In other words, as the pow-

ered mouse is moved, its position is continuously

compared against the screen image. If the mouse

should alight on an icon, a haptic representation

of that icon will be presented by the motorized

mouse for the user to feel and explore. The edge

of a window, for example, might feel like a detent

under the mouse. A button might feel like a patch

of sandpaper. Once a desired icon has been found,

it may be selected using a typical mouse button.

Thus a user can explore a screen, activate `but-

tons' from menus and select other screens which

in turn will be mapped and haptically displayed.

For text which appears on the screen (�le names,

button labels, etc.) we have experimented with in-

tegrating a speech synthesizer into the interface.

Future explorations will include a braille display.

3.1 Hardware

Figure 1 shows the hardware components of our

present planar haptic interface which we a�ection-

ately call The Moose. The puck or manipulandum

in the center is coupled to two linear voice coil

motors through two perpendicularly oriented ex-

ures.

The unique feature of our hardware design is

this double exure. On the present prototype, the

double exure is executed in two pairs of foot-

long strips of spring steel. The double exure

conveniently decouples the 2-axis motion of the

puck into two single-axis motions at the linear

motors. Moments and vertical forces are resisted,

yet translations in the horizontal plane are trans-

mitted directly to the motors. The kinematics

of this device are simple and very nearly linear,

making forward and inverse kinematic calculations

unnecessary. Furthermore, the workspace is at

and square like a mousepad, and free of singu-

larities. The entire workspace is naturally coun-

terbalanced. This design ensures that very little

inertia is added to the motors. Over-limit forces

will cause buckling of the exures, which we con-

sider a safety feature. The only real disadvan-

tage of the double exure design is added high-

frequency structural resonances inherent in the

exures themselves. These resonances will ban-

dlimit the display capabilities. But if chosen high

enough by design (greater than about 20Hz,) they

should not interfere with the bulk of haptic object

images.

There are two extensions to the double exure

idea which we plan to explore. First, an additional

exure along with the substitution of rods instead

of strips for all exures will allow for 3-axis mo-

tion. For such a design, counterbalancing would

be necessary on the added vertical axis. Second,

the use of three independently driven strips, in-

stead of four driven in pairs, along with pivots at

the puck will provide for just-constrained drive in

all three planar degrees of freedom, the two dis-

placements and one rotation.

Double exures have been used in electron

lithographic machines and other small-motion

robotic devices. But as far as we are aware, ours

is the �rst incorporation of exures into a haptic

interface. Planned improvements to our mechan-

ical hardware include a replacement of the over-

sized linear motors with capstan-driven slides and



small rotary motors. Higher resolution position

encoding will also be a high priority.

Figure 2 is a block diagram showing major

components of the drive system. A simple 196-bit

Digital I/O card provides for PC-bus communi-

cation to two simple home-grown circuits, one a

12-bit DAC and the other a quadrature counter.

The voltage output of the DAC, ranging +/- 5

Volts, feeds to a transconductance ampli�er based

on the LM12 power op amp. This linear ampli�er

is con�gured with a gain of 1, so that 1 volt drives

1 amp through the motor. A linear position en-

coder, 150 lines per inch, reads position on each of

the motors and the 16-bit quadrature decode and

count circuit maintains an up-to-date binary rep-

resentation of position always ready for sampling

by the software. Other digital switch inputs such

as Moose buttons can also be polled from soft-

ware. Finally, a speech synthesizer linked through

the serial port is available as well as a MIDI syn-

thesizer.

3.2 Software

Various control routines which create haptic ef-

fects such as virtual springs, textures, and but-

tons have been developed and incorporated into a

simple non-Windows GUI on the PC. The control

program is divided into three very distinct mod-

ules:

I: A set of menus and pages which provide

graphical access to some simple operations - con-

trolling a MIDI Synthesizer, querying DOS time,

date and disk-space functions etc.

II: The Vision Recognition module (Screen-

Mapper), independent of the GUI, scans video

memory and determines the shape, color and loca-

tion of objects on the screen. The ScreenMapper

then stores these parameters, and retrieves them

when queried by the haptic display handling mod-

ule.

III: The Haptic Display (Moose) module con-

trols the hardware, continuously tracking the

Moose cursor's current position and comparing it

to the stored screen representation.

Figure 3 presents a typical page of our present

graphical user interface featuring haptic access.

The software used to create this screen and others

like it was built upon a source-code library from

the book Graphical User Interfaces with Turbo

C++, by Ted Faison [Faison 1991]. From this li-

brary, interface elements such as buttons, sliders,

and pop-up windows are available.

Figure 4 is a depiction of the force gradients

which are overlaid by the Moose on its workspace

for this page, giving rise to the virtual buttons.

These particular buttons have attracting centers

and repelling borders. The puck is pulled to the

center when it encounters the area corresponding

to a button.

Figure 5 is an Inheritance diagram of the vari-

ous classes in use at present. As stated above, the

module called the ScreenMapper reads the screen

after it has been drawn and stores away the in-

formation where it can be quickly accessed by the

Moose module. The Moose is otherwise coupled

into the software like the module which manages

the Mouse. The NewEvents module and the Hap-

ticDisplay module are global objects, accessible

from any other part of the software. They can

message freely back and forth between each other.

We are exploring virtual object creation both

in the form of control laws and lookup tables and

hybrids of the two. The message loop (and by ex-

tension the control loop) starts with a polling of

the Moose position and an update of the cursor

position. That position is used to check against

the map of the screen for the existence of a but-

ton under the cursor. If a button is found, a force

representation (from among several options) is cal-

culated and fed back out to the driving motors of

the Moose. In this manner, the Moose sends out

forces in response to incoming motion, and does so

dynamically, thus creating programmable myriad

mechanical impedances.

4 Speci�c Goals

We are currently experimenting and developing a

palette of haptic e�ects which will be used to ex-

plore and allow comparisons among various hap-

tic substitutes for graphic objects- i.e. detents for

buttons, solid blocks for inaccessible objects, com-

pliant and non-compliant borders for windows,

etc. We hope that this research will result in a

characterization of graphic interface objects and

that a corresponding library of haptic e�ects for

representing these objects will be created so that

in time, a common practice for haptic interface

design will arise.

Results so far are the product of about seven

month's work. Involved are Sile O'Modhrain and

Brent Gillespie, under the direction of Professor

Chris Chafe (Music) and with the aid of Professor

Mark Cutkosky (Mechanical Engineering). The

work is funded this year by a Stanford O�ce of

Technology Licensing Research Incentive Grant.

Sile O'Modhrain was initially at Stanford as a Ful-

bright Scholar from Ireland and is now a graduate

student in Computer Music Theory. Brent Gille-

spie, a graduate student in Mechanical Engineer-

ing specializing in haptic interface design began

collaborating with Sile on the development of this

Haptic User Interface when Sile arrived in Febru-

ary of 1994. Sile's primary goal is the develop-

ment of access tools to digital audio editing appli-



cations. She had worked for the BBC as an audio

engineer until the introduction of GUI-out�tted

digital studio tools made it impossible for her, as

a blind sound engineer, to function as she had

in their analog studios. She therefore decided to

combine past experience in both software design

and sound engineering and came to Stanford with

a view to addressing this problem.

The project has also attracted the interest of

Neil Scott and his team at CSLI who are eager

to incorporate our work into their Total Access

Port (TAP) system. TAP is aimed at developing

a generic adaptive interface port where interface

device signals can be intercepted and hence made

available to whatever access device a disabled user

�nds most appropriate. The system's broad goal is

to provide the individual with one adapted inter-

face which they can bring with them to whatever

computer they need to use. The haptic interface

is, they believe, a very realistic option for convey-

ing the contents of a GUI to a blind person.

Our project's grail for some time has been the

ability to cursor through an audio stream as one

does with a tape head on magnetic tape. We

would like be able to both haptically explore and

hear the signal simultaneously. The contour of

the recorded sound on the tape will be felt while

the signal under the hand is heard. To this end,

we have most recently added a third axes to our

display platform, for the purpose of playing back

the sound signals being edited. By using the same

DACs we had built for driving our haptic display,

we sidestepped the need to stop and develop the

real-time capable audio tools we need. Existing

sound cards for the PC are simply not capable of

real-time audio processing. Also, we require more

than just sound triggering, as is available from

MIDI driven synthesizers, in order to implement

virtual magnetic tape.

We now have a system which duplicates much

of the analogue tape machine interface. But be-

yond this, we have programmability, the opportu-

nity to explore transformations between the hap-

tic and audio presentations of the media under

scrutiny. In many respects, we can do better than

the analogue tape machine. By implementing a

looping-bu�er process, we can cursor through the

signal while allowing for dynamic relationships be-

tween the tape velocity and sounded pitch. When

movement stops, for example, the output would

loop on the segment of audio lying under the cur-

sor at its real pitch. Moreover, the speed at which

the cursor passes over the signal would in this case

only determine the streaming speed and not the

pitch of the audio output.

Other types of pre-processing of the audio sig-

nal might be worth exploring. An event detec-

tor could be used to place haptic land marks on

the events in the signal of special interest. For

example, speech, silences, tone onsets and decay

anomalies can all be given special haptic icons.

Other confusing content could be screened out

[Chafe 1986]. wWe are be exploring mappings

from information to two sensory modalities, hap-

tic and audio. Furthermore, we are exploring the

optimality of those mapping with respect to the

editing needs of the sound engineer.

Having proven the feasibility of substituting

haptics for graphics in a prototype of a general

computer user interface for the blind, we now want

to turn our attention to designing a haptic inter-

face for sound processing applications.

5 Haptics and Sound

Here we suggest that working perceptual models

for contemporary digital sound editing tools are

closely related to and usually based on the hap-

tic aspects of manipulating the sound media itself.

We propose that haptic interface is an opportunity

to take these essentially mechanical metaphors

and more fully exploit them.

The fact that creating sound is a fundamen-

tally mechanical phenomenon leads us to believe

that a haptic interface to sound editing applica-

tions is even more promising than a visual inter-

face. Musical instruments are generally more in-

teresting to feel than they are to look at. Most

importantly, it is through mechanical interaction

with an instrument that we learn to make music.

It stands to reason, therefore, that mechanical pre-

sentation of audio information will inspire natural

and intuitive means for its manipulation.

One rarely thinks of the process of sound edit-

ing as a musical performance. Likewise, the pro-

cess of composition is uniquely distinct from per-

forming. However, activities such as improvisa-

tion do indeed bridge the gap between composi-

tion and performance. We believe that there ex-

ists a similar gray area between the roles adopted

and the tools used by the sound engineer and the

performing musician. This gray area is ready for

exploration. The relationship between the audio

engineer and the instruments they use should be

allowed to expand and evolve, even encroach upon

the territory of the live performance artist.

In recent years, the increasing commercial fo-

cus on developing alternative interface devices to

supplement - or in some cases entirely replace -

the ubiquitous keyboard and mouse amply testify

to an increasing need for more task-speci�c inter-

face tools. CAD systems, for example, are now

being provided with pen pads to allow the user to

design in a more naturally spatial way. Personal

computer ight simulators inspired the large mar-

ket for joysticks and yokes. In the same way, we



believe that the sound engineer should be provided

with tools that bear a more realistic relationship

to the kinds of tasks they must perform.

Sound processing includes two basic elements:

mixing and editing. Mixing has to do with com-

bining sounds and editing has to do with separat-

ing them. Thus the term mixing covers a wide

range of operations: equalization, e�ects process-

ing, cross-fading, and other signal processing op-

erations. Figure 6 presents a taxonomy of sound

engineering tools. This is just one possible divi-

sion, but nonetheless a starting point for anal-

ysis. Other divisions could be made along the

time/frequency domains. We shall address the

haptic aspects of mixing and editing with speci�c

examples in the following two sub-sections.

5.1 Mixing

If a sound source within a mix is too loud, the en-

gineer must be able to e�ortlessly reach out and

turn it down. On the board of a well-thought out

mixing session, the engineer will ensure that all

sources are grouped and channelled in such a way

that their controls are always within easy reach.

Thus the task of turning down one element within

a mix has been reduced to a single hand move-

ment: reach out and grab the slider that controls

the sound's level and pull it towards you. In this

way, learning to control a mixing board becomes a

process which is intricately based on muscle mem-

ory much like learning to play an instrument. The

problem with the generic mouse/keyboard inter-

face for mixing applications is that this kinesthetic

aspect of sound control is missing. If the level of

one sound within a mix is to be reduced, the en-

gineer must move the mouse to point at the ap-

propriate slider's icon, select it and drag it down

along its graphic track. To break this problem

down further:

1: The mouse will have to be picked up before

anything can be done.

2: The mouse's location and hence the kines-

thetic point of departure will be random, depend-

ing on where the mouse was left after the last task.

(The mouse is a relative position pointing device,

not absolute.)

3: The engineer must employ visual tracking

to locate the mouse correctly on what is often a

very crowded screen.

4: The size of the physical motion required to

decrease a signal's level is no longer constant (as

on a physical mixing board) but depends upon the

size of the computer's monitor and the window's

zoom setting which may be recurringly changing.

5: The tactile and kinesthetic cues (the feel of

concentric equalization knobs, detented pan con-

trols, slider knobs) is substituted by a visual im-

age of these controls. Their haptic aspects are no

longer an aid to memory because the mouse feels

the same whatever the task - turning, sliding, etc.

5.2 Editing

But if the absence of haptic cues in digital mix-

ing applications makes the job of mixing harder,

the lack of haptic feedback is an even greater loss

when it comes to directly editing sound. Even the

vocabulary of editing {cutting, splicing, out-takes,

o�-cuts, reel-rocking, etc. - is itself directly related

to the physical actions required to perform these

various tasks. While it is unreasonable to expect

computer-based editing applications to mimic the

systems they were intended to improve upon, it

is also counterproductive to place upon the sound

engineer the burden of translating the highly phys-

ical metaphor of the editing application into the

kinds of gestures associated with the keyboard and

mouse of the GUI. In other words, the metaphor

says \cut here" and \splice there", yet the tasks

are actually performed by moving a plastic mouse

around. The mouse and interface thereby creates

a cognitive dissonance.

For all their draw-backs, the standard reel-to-

reel tape machines which were the back-bone of

analogue recording studios had one very strong

plus. Their mechanical design placed the sound

engineer in a very physical relationship with the

sound being edited. Edit points were �ne-tuned

by placing one hand on each reel of tape and

rocking the tape against the machine's play-back

head. The size and speed of the hand and arm

movements directly controlled the character of the

sound heard. Movements were varied depending

on the type of sound being edited - sharp attacks

required short, jerky movements to accurately de-

�ne their start-points while sounds with gradual

attacks required a much slower arm movement to

separate their beginnings from background noise.

Once an out-point had been marked and cut, the

engineer usually pulled the tape past the playback

heads listening for the desired \in point". This

was a very useful technique because the speed at

which the tape was pulled directly controlled the

pitch and hence the intelligibility of the sound.

The skill rested in being able to listen at very high

speeds for clues and at the same time coordinate

hand movements. Basically, development of such

skill depends on availability of �ne motion con-

trol, which translates into close physical commu-

nication between the recording medium and the

sound engineer.

This ability to audibly scan and very directly

control scan speed is perhaps the most notice-

able loss in digital editing systems. Many lead-

ing manufacturers are endeavoring to re-introduce



this facility by designing peripheral control pan-

els which reintroduce standard tape-machine con-

trols (play, stop, rewind, etc) and shuttle wheels.

However very few of these devices employ mean-

ingful haptic cues. One digital unit which has a

shuttle wheel is the high-end Panasonic DAT ma-

chine. The wheel has a rest position which is in

the center of a sprung detent. When a tape is

playing, the operator can scan backwards and for-

wards through the sound by turning this shuttle

wheel in the appropriate direction. The further

from the center position the wheel is pushed, the

greater the spring's resistance and the faster the

tape is scanned. Though this is a very simple

device, it is a rather atypical example of an at-

tempt to re-introduce haptics into digital sound

control. We have yet to �nd even this simple

level of haptic cuing in any currently available

computer-based sound editing system. Many, it

is true, now incorporate some form of jog/shuttle

wheel on a peripheral device, but these wheels do

not convey any meaningful haptic information. In

most systems, they are extremely low-friction de-

vices which can be very easily knocked o� posi-

tion and which require multiple rotations to cycle

through any reasonably-sized section of sound ma-

terial. The sound feed-back, too, is often chunked

so coarsely that it is di�cult to �ne-tune an edit

point. To �nally home in on an edit point, there-

fore, the engineer has to suddenly switch from lis-

tening to a sound to viewing its spectrum or wave-

form on the screen and selecting the point entirely

on the basis of visual, not audio criteria.

The mechanical aspects of digital tools require

special consideration from their designers. Con-

sumers have historically demanded such attention

from their analogue tools and would demand such

from their digital editing tools if they thought they

could. Small points of mechanical design �nesse

can be identi�ed as reason for domination of the

market by certain products. Perceived quality in

of a tool depends to a very large degree on the

feel, not just the look. Audio engineers, like other

musicians, are intensely aware of the physical feel

of a device and the implemented mapping of input

to e�ect.

5.3 Summary: Haptics and Sound

With a few simple haptic interface tools we be-

lieve that we can bring back to the editing pro-

cess some of its former intuitiveness and exibil-

ity. We can design haptic controls, virtual or real,

to correspond to graphic icons. We can control

their \feel" by making them more or less resis-

tant to being moved. A shuttle wheel detent is,

for example, easily mediated by motors. We can

even introduce haptic cues which are not avail-

able in the real world of the analogue audio studio.

The linear, log, or other scaling of a slider, for ex-

ample, might be made apparent and even readily

con�gurable to a user by programmably endow-

ing the slider with suggestive resistance pro�les.

The record-enable buttons on a virtual multi-track

machine could be constructed in such a way that,

when they were set to \disabled" they would be

made to feel like solid blocks, repelling the hand

and therefore preventing the operator from even

being able to point at them unintentionally and

record over a previously recorded track.

The mechanical aspects of analogue tools are

diverse. Noteworthy is that the audio engineer en-

joys close contact with the recording media. The

unique physical operations on the media persist

today as metaphors in digital audio editing tools.

Also, each recording medium a�ords a certain kind

of sound manipulation. For example, records are

scratched back and forth, tapes are slowed and

sped up for wow, utter, and other time/pitch

e�ects. Indeed, the musical arts themselves are

strongly inuenced by the recording technolo-

gies (and the recording interface technologies) of

the day. Brassage, Musique Concrete, RAP and

House Music forms and other musical genres are

broad examples of technologically inuenced mu-

sic. We look forward to enjoying the artistic out-

put inspired by the more programmable yet multi-

modal and physically coupled interfaces of the fu-

ture which will feature haptic components.

6 Beyond Machines

By far our greatest hope in this project is, how-

ever, to explore ways in which we can entirely di-

vorce the process of editing sound from the para-

phernalia of the audio studio. This is not just a

hope but, with the advent of Virtual Reality and

hence the need to process 3-dimensional sound in

conjunction with 3-dimensional graphics, is some-

thing which has become a real need. If sound is

to exist in a 3-dimensional space then it is neces-

sary to provide an environment where the sound

engineer can, like a sculptor, build up and mould

elements within the sound space. Haptics pro-

vides us with a ideal interface for this process be-

cause it reduces the need to visually monitor the

sound processing application, leaving the engineer

free to concentrate on the sound itself. Moreover,

since haptic objects are virtual objects, they are

in�nitely variable and can relate in a very ex-

ible way to elements of the sound material be-

ing edited. They can be suspended in free-space

and be pushed around and regrouped like building

blocks. Alternatively, sounds could be sculpted.

Clicks in the waveformmight feel like sharp spikes.

They could be pressed down and smoothed out



with a press of the thumb. The energy expended

to squash the spikes will make the process down-

right satisfying. The need to develop an abstract

conceptual model for mapping the complex vari-

ables associated with a 3-dimensional \sound�eld"

onto a standard mixing board, a problem that is

currently being grappled with by the Virtual Re-

ality industry, is therefore entirely removed. Our

goal now is to determine what kinds of tools would

be most appropriate for this environment and then

design a haptic display device to implement these

tools. In so doing we will have designed a system

for sound editing that once more relies on physical

interaction with the sound recording or represen-

tation material. This process will inevitably give

rise to a system which does not rely on computer

graphics and which is therefore again accessible to

the blind.

7 Conclusion

Through this project, we intend to create new au-

dio engineering tools which will begin to blur the

line between what is de�ned as a musical instru-

ment and what is de�ned as an audio editing tool.

At present, audio engineering tools are hard to

think of as musical instruments and instruments

are not generally thought of as tools. Somewhere

in between, there are a host of sound manipulation

devices waiting to be designed and exploited in

creative work. In particular, we believe the open

area for exploration is in the �eld of haptic inter-

face. It is through mechanical contact that rela-

tionships to tools and instruments are developed,

muscle memory used, and internal models of the

musical or recording processes built up. The inter-

nal intuitive models which are developed for ma-

nipulation of musical instruments and the rather

abstract and analytical models which are applied

for sound editing deserve to be intertwined.

Beyond exploring the metaphor of the instru-

ment, we want to explore metaphors o�ered by

the recording technologies themselves. Essentially,

we expect that interfaces to our virtual worlds

which are heavily inuenced by hard real-world

designs will be most successful. The waveform is

a starting point as is the tape/tape head, and the

record/stylus. Some aspects of these paradigms

are not mechanically accessible, others are. For

the �rst time, we are in a position to combine,

modify, and extend aspects from each of these

paradigms and create superior audio engineering

tools.
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